
LampapuyThe First 

Community Coin of Solana
Lampapuy is the way to express humor, creativity, 
and social commentary through $LPP

To Become the ONE and ONLY Solana Community Coin



I hereby verify that upon accessing the Pitch Deck and 
other informational materials, I will be considered to 
have examined and agreed to specific terms 
contained therein. This includes affirmations that I am 
not situated in a jurisdiction where such access would 
be prohibited or restricted in any manner.

Agreement



A team of Web3 enthusiasts have recently initiated 
Lampapuy, the project for the Real Solana Community 
and $LPP is the First Solana Community Coin.

We emphatically prefer not to refer to it as a "meme 
coin" but as . Our focus 
is on building the  and then 

.

the Solana Community Coin
community first

developing utility

vision



Based on top of the four pillars of Lampapuy, 
Lampapuy consists of four components:

1. LPP Coin: LPP coin being the 
livewire of Lampapuy will be 
rewarding its community, bringing a 
new flair and feeling to the Solana 
ecosystem. This will yield voting 
power to the community. 2. Lampa PFP NFT: What would a 

unique community driven project be 
without key holders of an identity 
driven NFT PFPs. In the dynamic realm 
of non-fungible tokens (NFTs), 
LampaNFT stands as a beacon of 
artistic ingenuity and technological 
advancement. A product of 
collaboration with the esteemed 
Bictory, this collection transcends 
conventional boundaries, presenting a 
limited series of 10,000 hand-drawn 
3D creatures, each endowed with 
distinctive traits.

3. LPP Domain Name: (LPP DNS) will 
lead the advancement of 
decentralization and empowering 
users (Lampas), LPP DNS emerges 
as a crucial use case within the 
Lampapuy ecosystem. By providing 
a decentralized, censorship-
resistant domain naming system, 
Lampapuy aims to foster a more 
inclusive and equitable internet 
infrastructure for all.

4. Exclusive NFT Marketplace: This 
strategic move not only expands the 
utility of Lampapuy but also fosters 
a vibrant ecosystem where digital 
art and collectibles thrive, creating 
new avenues for expression and 
value exchange within our 
community. Join us in redefining the 
future of ownership and creativity in 
the digital age with Lampapuy's NFT 
marketplace.

Lampapuy components
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Listing & Liquidity 
& Marketing

Public and Private Sale

Lampapuy DAO

Token ticker: LPP

Total supply: One Billion

FDV: $10M

IMC: $1.5M

Platform: Solana

Token type: SPL 

Explorer: Not Minted Yet

$LPP COIN ALLOCATION



We will fairly  to Lampapuy Community Members of X, Telegram, 
Discord, Projects and communities of Solana and Lampapuy project users. 



We acknowledge that the last 30 months were marked by a brutal bear market, and many of us 
experienced losses due to crypto hacks, frauds, failed projects, pump & dumps. Consider $LPP 
as a payoff for still believing in Solana, Bitcoin, Blockchain, and being here.

airdrop 51% of $LPP Coins



Lampapuy DAO will manage everything through community voting and discussions.



DAO members will be public and always engage with the community on decision making of 
major development and activities. 



We envision Lampapuy as a community project where we make $LPP a Utility and Governance 
Coin. We plan to either build new projects from scratch or acquire failed projects and relaunch 
them as part of the Lampapuy Ecosystem. This includes DEX, NFT Marketplace, Domain Name 
Service, Staking, Launchpad, Gaming, and more


Lampapuy DAO



25%
of the profit from these projects


will be used to buy back & burn $LPP 50%
will be spent to buy $SOL for Lampapuy DAO  

reserve and distribute staking rewards to  
$LPP stakers

25%
will be allocated for DAO 

and development expenses

Profit Distribution



moonsheet



Lampapuy Roadmap & Milestone

Q1 2024
 Whitepaper & Roadmap Releas

 Website, Social Media Launc

 Partnership & Collaboratio

 Marketing Campaign Launc

 Community Incentives Unveile

 Public Sale / IDO

Q2 2024
 TGE & Listin

 Stake $LPP: share NFT & Domain sale 

profit

 .LPP Domain Launch with 

Bictory.domain

 Lampapuy PFPs Kickoff with Bictory.i

 PFP NFTs Sal

 $LPP Integration with Other Project

 Lampapuy DAO Operations Commenc

 Community-Initiated Projects Launch

Q3 2024
 Staking & Governance Unveile

 NFT ticketing & Crowdvoting Launc

 Crowdfunding Launc

 NFT Airdrop for Loyal Lampa

 Promotional Fund Launc

 100K Holders Milestone: $1M 

Giveaways

Q4 2024
 Lampapuy Online & Offline Even

 Partnership Expansion with Organizers 

& Creator

 Advanced NFT & DeFi Feature 

Integratio

 Global Outreach & Adoption Initiatives



Public sale

Lampapuy DAO will sell a small % of $LPP coins to the community 
at a fair price of entry in top Launchpads.

For example:

Kommunitas TrustPad Polkastarter DaoStarter

Seedify.Fund DuckStarter Ignition Pad BullStarter

Launchpool TrustSwap Dao Maker Moonbeam Network

Unicore Network DAOhaus Synapse EnjinStarter VLaunch



Let's make Lampapuy legendary! 

https://linktr.ee/Lampapuy
https://lampapuy.com
https://x.com/Lampapuy
https://t.me/Lampapuy
https://medium.com/@Lampapuy
https://warpcast.com/lampapuy


Disclaimer

The $LPP token is issued as a digital token without intrinsic value, guarantee, or representation 
of performance. The issuer and distributor of $LPP expressly disclaim all responsibility and 
liability regarding the token's functionality, underlying blockchain technology, market value, and 
price volatility. Purchasers and users of $LPP acknowledge and accept sole responsibility for 
any risks associated with the acquisition, holding, or use of the token. The issuer makes no 
warranties or assurances that the token or related technology will function as intended or 
remain uninterrupted. Users are advised to exercise due diligence and fully understand the risks 
involved in participating in such digital asset transactions. 



This Pitch Deck is a preliminary document and is subject to change as Lampapuy 
continues to evolve and adapt to market needs and opportunities.


